Transforming Lives and Building a Better Future
A bold new plan to ensure quality services for people with disabilities for years to come
For 65 years, Jefferson Rehabilitation Center has provided support, independence and opportunity to children and adults with developmental and
intellectual disabilities. Thanks to JRC’s dedication, people with disabilities are able to achieve personal goals, realize their dreams and live
fulfilled, meaningful lives.
While our organization has grown, our primary services building on Gaffney Drive has not seen major renovations or improvements in decades.
However, we now have plans for a state-of-the-art expansion to ensure the growing number of people with disabilities can reach their fullest
potential.

We invite you to be a part of this sweeping upgrade to JRC, which will improve the lives of so many in our communities.
The need is great and the time is now. Please join us.

Assist Children in Learning and Growth


Expand and upgrade classrooms, play
areas and physical therapy spaces to
serve more children in a positive and
engaging environment.



Build two sensory stimulation Snoezelen
rooms with modern technology to help
children with Autism.



Provide dedicated speech therapy rooms
with a quiet, distraction free environment



Create a separate nursing exam area for
more privacy.

Transform JRC into a Modern Facility

Help Adults Reach Their Full Potential


Install a motorized ceiling track system
for safer, more dignified wheelchair
transfer.



Relocate pick up/drop off location and
redirect bus traffic to avoid stacking up
on Gaffney Drive.



Build a living skills room to develop
independence skills, including dining,
self-care, and time management.



Add exterior canopies at entrances to
shelter people during loading and
unloading of busses.



Add a quiet comfort room to soothe
those in emotional or behavioral distress
and provide
psychological services in privacy.



Improve safety by developing separate,
secure entrances for children, adults,
staff and people using the clinic.





Update the existing Snoezelen room
with progressive sensory items which
include both sight and sound to
stimulate adults with Autism.

Widen all rooms, hallways, doorways,
and restrooms to accommodate modern
mobility equipment such as motorized
wheelchairs.

